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Abstract

Epsilon Serializability (ESR) is a generalization of classic serializability (SR). ESR supports more concurrency and autonomy than SR by allowing a bounded amount of inconsistency in transactions that can tolerate it. ESR has three main advantages over previous “weak consistency” models: (1) ESR is a general framework, applicable to a wide range of application semantics; (2) ESR is upward-compatible, since it reduces to SR as \( \epsilon \to 0 \); and (3) ESR has number of efficient algorithms that support it. Since its introduction [17], several papers have been published on ESR describing its properties, applications, algorithms, and performance evaluation. We briefly describe the concept of ESR, summarize the published work on ESR as well as ongoing research, and outline the future research directions.

1 ESR Basics

An important assumption in ESR is the existence of a distance function and an associated regular geometry in the database state space. Fortunately, many of the real world database state spaces fulfill this requirement. For example, integers and real numbers in banking, airline, and scientific data are cartesian spaces that have a natural definition of distance function (the difference) and the regular geometry of a metric space [11]. Efficient algorithms that support ESR use these properties to preserve the inconsistency bounds. The management of inconsistency in database state spaces with irregular geometries remains an interesting area of research.

Another dimension in the ESR research is the algebraic properties of transaction operators. A classic transaction is defined as a sequence of operations that transform a consistent database state into another consistent state. This definition bypasses the issue of what operators are employed within a transaction. In ESR work, a bounded amount of inconsistency may be introduced into a transaction and we are interested in how this inconsistency is propagated within the transaction as well as in the database. This line of investigation [21, 4] benefits from previous work on operation semantics (e.g., [2], cite UCSB work as a potential example). The results will help application designers in estimating the amount of inconsistency tolerated by the applications. Unlike the previous work on operation semantics, however, our algorithms do not depend on particular operation semantics. Therefore, we have database state space geometric properties and ESR algorithms on the system side, contrasting with transaction operator algebraic properties on the application side.

The application interface to ESR systems is an extension of classic transactions, called Epsilon-Transaction (ET). Each ET may specify the bound on the amount of inconsistency imported into it.

---

\(^1\)This research is partially supported by Oki Electric and NSF.
Table 1: Three Kinds of ETs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trans-ε-spec</th>
<th>import-limit = 0</th>
<th>import-limit &gt; 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>export-limit = 0</td>
<td>Transaction</td>
<td>(Q^{ET})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>export-limit &gt; 0</td>
<td>(U^{ET})</td>
<td>(G^{ET})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and the amount of inconsistency exported by it, called import-limit and export-limit, respectively. Together, import-limit and export-limit are called Transaction Epsilon Specification, or trans-ε-spec. In addition, data items that may include some inconsistency in them can be specified with data-ε-spec. Typically, these data items are denoted by an interval of possible values or a central value with plus and minus interval around it.

An extended TP system guarantees ESR execution in a manner transparent to ET programmers. In the simplest case, \((import-limit = 0 \text{ and } export-limit = 0)\) the ET reduces to an SR transaction. At the next level of generality, an ET has either import-limit > 0 or export-limit > 0, but not both. In Table 1 we see either queries \(Q^{ET}\) with import-limit > 0 or updates \(U^{ET}\) with export-limit > 0. In this case, the history of database update operations (deleting the queries) is SR since the updates do not read in any inconsistent data. But \(Q^{ET}\) are allowed to see inconsistent states produced by the updates. Algorithms that maintain \(Q^{ET}\) within their import-limit and \(U^{ET}\) within their export-limit are called divergence control. In the most general case of a general ET \(G^{ET}\), where both import-limit > 0 and export-limit > 0, permanent inconsistency may be introduced into the database and the database content may degenerate with unbounded inconsistency. The data-ε-spec bounds the amount of inconsistency for data items. Algorithms that bring the database back to a consistent state are called consistency restoration.

2 Published and Ongoing ESR Work

2.1 Algorithm Design

For the restricted model of ESR, consisting only of \(Q^{ET}\) and \(U^{ET}\), Wu et al [24] have described a methodology to extend classic conflict-based concurrency control methods such as two-phase locking into a divergence control algorithm that guarantees ESR. The main idea of the methodology is that in every concurrency control algorithm, there is a place where all the potentially non-SR conflicts are detected. In two-phase locking, for example, it is the moment lock conflicts are discovered. In timestamp-based concurrency control, it is the moment read and write requests are checked on their serialization time. In optimistic concurrency control, it is in the serialization graph testing. A divergence control algorithm extends a concurrency control algorithm by allowing a bounded amount of inconsistency at these places.

Informally, a divergence control algorithm is the same as its originating concurrency control algorithm, except for the place where potentially non-SR conflicts are detected. When this detection is triggered in the algorithm, instead of blocking (as in locking) or aborting (as in serialization graph testing), the divergence control accumulates the amount of potential inconsistency (defined by the distance between the old value and the new value of the update involved in the conflict). If the accumulated inconsistency is less or equal than the amount specified by trans-ε-spec, then the conflict is allowed. Otherwise, the ET is blocked (in locking) or aborted (in serialization graph testing).
This methodology [24] generates centralized divergence control algorithms directly. We have also applied it to design distributed divergence control algorithms [16]. The extension from centralized to distributed algorithms includes two additional steps. First, we need to distribute the trans-ε-spec from the global ET to sub-ETs running at each site. We use the demarcation protocol [3] to do this. The second step is the detection of global conflicts, an additional task due to serializability being a global property. We use the Superdatabase architecture [20] to do this. The result is a family of distributed divergence control algorithms composed of three components: demarcation protocol, local divergence control, and global conflict detection.

While divergence control methods can handle $Q^{ET}$s and $U^{ET}$s efficiently, some important applications such as autonomous transaction processing require $G^{ET}$s. The main problem here is that the database state may become increasingly inconsistent due to the execution of $G^{ET}$s. Consistency restoration algorithms are extensions of crash recovery algorithms. We have outlined some ideas for consistency restoration in an early paper [18] and described the problem and solutions in more detail in a recent paper [9].

Consistency restoration methods [9] can be divided into three families: undo/redo, compensation-based, and independent updates, in a decreasing ordering of both cost and applicability range. Undo/redo algorithms are similar to classic recovery algorithms, can be applied to most situations, and are the most expensive. Compensation-based algorithms depend on nice properties of compensations (such as commutativity), but are much cheaper. Independent updates are applicable only when an independent source of consistent data exists, and do not require any record keeping at the destination sites.

2.2 Algorithm Evaluation

Kamath and Ramanrithan [10] have refined the specification of inconsistency into a hierarchy. Besides designing a timestamp-based divergence control algorithm to support such hierarchically specified inconsistency bounds, they also evaluated the performance of such an algorithm in a prototype implementation running on DECstations. Their results show consistent and significant increases in TP system concurrency (and decreases in abort rate) when the epsilon bound is increased. This work strengthened the preliminary evaluation done on the original divergence control algorithms [24].

A group at Columbia is evaluating the performance of centralized divergence control algorithms (two-phase locking and optimistic validation) and divergence control algorithms using simulation. (The software is based on the CSIM package.) This model extends a traditional concurrency control evaluation [1]. In fact, the results from [1] are used for validation and as the baseline case when $\epsilon = 0$. The model allows a wide variation of system parameters such as the number of CPUs and disks, and TP parameters such as data access ratio, skew, length, and trans-ε-spec. Extensive data is being collected on the sensitivity of throughput and response-time with respect to these system and TP parameters. Preliminary data show that data contention is a significant bottleneck for high performance systems and also a limited trans-ε-spec can alleviate this bottleneck.

2.3 Implementation

One of the salient features of epsilon serializability is its compatibility with existing systems and applications. Maintaining this compatibility has been a major goal of ESR work. One major advantage of this compatibility is the ease for the implementation of ESR. Instead of starting from scratch, we can extend an existing TP system based on classic serializability. Concretely, we are implementing the divergence control algorithms on Encina, a commercial TP monitor distributed by Transarc.

Our goals are: (1) to demonstrate ESR as a practical correctness criterion, (2) to evaluate ESR algorithms in a real environment, and (3) to facilitate eventual technology transfer to real
users. This implementation starts with the centralized two-phase locking divergence control [7], as part of an ongoing PhD dissertation work by Shu-Wie Chen [6]. The centralized divergence control implementation changes two modules in Encina: the TP monitor is extended to accept trans-$\epsilon$-spec and the lock manager is extended to accumulate potential inconsistency when R/W conflicts occur.

We plan to extend this implementation to support distributed divergence control. The main components of distributed divergence control are: the centralized divergence control, an implementation of demarcation protocol done at Columbia, and modified Superdatabase global serializability testing routines [14].

2.4 Formalization

A formal characterization of ESR [21] has been done using the ACTA framework. In ACTA, an SR history is defined as a sequence of operations with an empty transitive closure of transaction dependencies. This is equivalent to the Serializability Theorem [5] that uses acyclic transaction dependency graphs. The definition of ESR in ACTA is an extension of the above. An epsilon-serializable history is a sequence of operations with an empty transitive closure of epsilon-transaction dependencies, which are the normal dependencies excluding the conflicts allowed under the trans-$\epsilon$-spec.

In the paper we also discuss the accumulation and transformation of inconsistency within ETs.

2.5 Applications

A more recent work [4] at the Oregon Graduate Institute uses ESR techniques in scientific data management. Most of scientific data contain well-defined imprecision either due to the data source (e.g., from the physical world) or modeling limitations. This work applies methods from interval arithmetic to design an interval data model and algebra. Operators on imprecise data give bounds on the result imprecision. ESR algorithms are then used to constrain the imprecision propagation.

Son and Koloumbis [22, 23] have successfully used ESR in their approach to replication and concurrency control for real-time databases. Their token-based algorithm combines real-time constraints for resource scheduling with relaxation similar to divergence control methods based on ESR. Their evaluation of performance of a real-time database shows that the ability to control the trade-off between consistency and concurrency yields potentially large benefits.

Almost all of the existing ESR work assumes only one inconsistency dimension for simplicity. For real-time databases there is a need for controlling both the inconsistency in data values and imprecision in serialization time. The serialization time imprecision is a particularly important issue for multi-version databases. This is the focus of active research.

3 Summary of ESR Work

Papers published on ESR in chronological order:

- (1991 May)[17] Introduction of ESR by Pu and Leff, with the application of ESR to replication.

- (1991 September)[11] Introduction of metric space (a property of database state space) to define the applicability of ESR.

- (December 1991)[19] A survey on Heterogeneous and Autonomous Transaction Processing that includes ESR in a sidebar as an example of autonomous TP.

- (February 1992)[24] A methodology by Wu et al to develop centralized divergence control algorithms and several examples including two-phase locking.
• (February 1992)[18] An informal but detailed description of Autonomous TP using ESR.

• (February 1992)[12] A short position paper on Autonomous TP using ESR.

• (June 1992)[22] Replication control using ESR in real-time database systems by Son and Koloumbis.

• (August 1992 and April 1993)[13] Discussion of the serializability bottleneck in distributed systems and how ESR could alleviate it.

• (April 1993)[23] A specific divergence control algorithm based on tokens for real-time distributed databases by Son and Koloumbis.


• (May 1993)[15] Distributed divergence control algorithms by composing centralized divergence control, demarcation protocol, and superdatabase architecture.

Current work:

• Formal characterization of ESR [21].

• Consistency restoration algorithms [9].

• Implementation of centralized divergence control in Encina [8].

• Multiversion divergence control for time fuzziness.

• Performance evaluation of divergence control using simulation.

• Performance evaluation of distributed divergence control (centralized divergence control plus demarcation protocol) using simulation.

• Design of a general ESR system that includes both divergence control and consistency restoration.
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